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From the editors
At the end of the schoolyear you are probably 
exhausted, waiting eagerly for the summer 
holiday, when you can finally sleep as much as you  
want, do whatever you like: meet your friends, 

travel, read etc. 
In this issue of our English magazine we would like 
to offer you articles that have something to do 
with the summer. We hope you will enjoy reading 
them. Try the recipes, do the puzzles and have a 

great summer holiday!
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of the English Department

ANNUAL ENGLISH QUIZ 
2018

The life and works of 
JANE AUSTEN

The Annual English Quiz was held by the English Department on 10th April.
Fourteen teams registered for the quiz, which was hosted by Ms Ildikó 
Fehér and Mr István Horváth, dressed in 19th century costumes.
The competition consisted of four parts, the participants had to answer multiple 
choice questions on the life and works of Jane Austen. If a team had done the 
tasks which were in the Christmas and March issues of  our magazine, they 
could get extra points. Needless to say, the extra points were necessary to 
win the quiz. The prizes were food for the mind (books) and the body (a bar of 
chocolate). Suffice to say, nobody went home hungry.

The results:
1. The Thunder Team (9 A) - Jázmin Csucsi, Kata Bodai, Mercédesz Lévai
2. Pindurpandúrok (10 B) - Lea Dobos, Dorottya Réti, Virág Babály
3. Creative authors (11 D) - Zoltán Fekete, Julianna Mórász, Ákos Szenczi
4. LÁV (11 D) - Lea Gádor, Ágnes Veress, Virág Freyer
5. Cupcakes (8 A) - Mária Béres, Orsolya Oravecz, Petra Szepesi
6. Jesus’ Angels (10 D) - Eszter Papp, Zita Varannai, Janka Szilágyi
7. Babukák (9nyD) - Anna Kovács, Barnabás Bénes, Enikő Kovács
8. Black Ladies (8 B) - Boglárka Molnár, Emma Bakács, Erzsébet Béres
9. Mustard (8 A) - Boglárka Kun, Pálma Böröndi, Liliána Pelyhe
        ...

Intensive English Summer Course
Intensive English summer courses will be held in our school 
between June 18th - 29th. The courses are mainly aimed at 
students who are preparing for taking a language exam.
  - 5 lessons a day (in the morning)
  - 10 days
 Teachers: Group 1 - Mr István Horváth 
                    Group 2  - Ms Ágnes Nosedáné Farkas
Tuition fee: 25.000 Ft  (paid by June  15th) 
Half of the fee will be returned if the person takes the B2 
language exam by October 2018.
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Hungary has a lot of beautiful places to visit. If you are bored in the summer or 
if you have a foreign visitor, go and discover what these places can offer you. 

For 
History 
Lovers

Füzér

The castle of Füzér is one of the oldest castles of Hungary. 
It was built in the early 13th century. After the battle of 
Mohács, Péter Perényi kept the Holy Crown in the castle. In 
1676 Habsburg soldiers destroyed it and it was in ruins until 
recent years. The castle was renovated in 2016 and now it 
looks like in its glorious days.
It has a beautiful chapel built in Gothic style, which has 
become a polpular venue for weddings. There are several 
exhibitions that even teenagers enjoy. They are about the 
Holy Crown and historic castles.
The Visitors’ Centre is in the village at the foot of the 
hill, where you can also see some houses where you can 
experience how people lived in the 19th and 20th century.

XIV. Füzéri Várnapok: August 11th-20th, 2018 

Keszthely
Festetics Palace

If you would like to see how the aristocrats lived in the 
18th and 19th century, you should definitely visit the 
Festetics Palace in Keszthely. 
The palace was built in the 18th century, when the area 
was bought by the Festetics family. They were one of the 
most  significant aristocratic families of the time. George 
Festetics founded Georgikon in 1797, which was the first 
agricultural college in Europe.  He added a library to the 
palace and was a generous supporter of art and culture.
The Palace now offers several exhibitions:
• Aristorcratic lifestyle
• Coach exhibiton
• Historical model railway exhibition (one of the 

largest in Europe)
• Hunting exhibition
• Palm House  

Other historical sites around Lake Balaton:
Nagyvázsony - castle
Szigliget - castle
Tihany  - Benedictine Abbey
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For Adventure 
Seekers

Adventure Parks
Adventure parks are ideal for people who 
love outdoor challanges. They can test their 
physical and mental condition, their courage 
and perseverence.  There are rope climbing 
exercises, obstacle courses and zip-lines.
Nowadays you can find an adventure park in 
almost every part of the country. Here is a list  
of the most popular ones:

• Alföld Gyöngye Kalandpark - 
Orosháza, Gyopáros fürdő

• Balatoni Élménypark - Csopak
• Balatonboglár Kalandpark
• Brázay KalandPart - Balatonfüred
• Ceglédfürdő Kalandpark - Cegléd
• Feketeszakáll Kalandpark - Tiszalök
• Gellény Birtok Kalandpark - Gyula
• Gödöllői Kalandpark
• Gyenesdiási Öko-Kalandpark
• Holdfény Liget - Gyöngyösfalu
• Kalanderdő Szilvásvárad
• Kalandliget Sarlóspuszta
• Kalandsziget - Tiszafüred
• Kalandtúra Park - Miskolctapolca
• Katica Tanya - Patca
• Kerekerdő Kalandpark - Kerekegyháza
• Kiserdő Kalandpark - Baja
• Kurca-part Kalandpark - Szentes
• Lillafüredi Sport- és Kalandpark
• Lővér Kalandpark - Sopron
• Maros Kalandpark - Makó
• Mecsextrém Park - Pécs
• Mókuskaland - Hajdúszoboszló
• Nagyvillám Kalandpark - Visegrád
• Old Lake Kalandpark - Tata
• Oxygen Adrenalin Park - Sástó
• Öko Park Kalandpark - Szarvaskő

• Rioter Games Kalandpark - Győr
• Sárvári Kalandpark
• SERPA Kalandpark - Balatonfűzfő
• Sobri Jóska Bakonyi Kalandpark - 

Kislőd
• Spirit Kalandpark - Lipót
• Szabadidő- és Kalandpark - Harsány
• Szajki-tavak Kalandpark
• Szent László Kalandpark - Vinye
• Szigetköz Kalandpark - 

Mosonmagyaróvár
• Tiszaparti Élmény- és Kalandpark - 

Szeged
• Tordasi Élményfalu
• Tőserdő Kalandpark - Lakitelek
• Zamárdi Kalandpark
• Zemplén Kalandpark - Sátoraljaújhely
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VOLT Festival - Where the legends come to play
26 - 30 June 2018

VOLT Festival is a multi-genre festival in Sopron, Hungary. It is one of the biggest in Eastern 
Europe, and it hosts over 100,000 music-lovers every year. Nowadays, the line-up mainly consists 
of big international headliners (more than 130 artists in total!).
There are lots of international performers, for example: Skillet, Hollywood Undead, Steve Aoki, 
and you can see some Hungarian legends like Tankcsapda or Ákos. 
The ticket is a little bit expensive ( the 5-day pass ticket is 54 990 Ft) but you don’t have to go 
every day. The daily ticket costs „just” 13 990 Ft. 

VOLT festival is an excellent opportunity  to make  friends (maybe foreign friends).

Hungary has become famous for the summer music festivals, which attract 
thousands of young people not only from Hungary but from other countries as 
well. Let’s see the most popular ones.

STRAND Festival- 
22-25 August

The Strand Festival is also relatively new, 
the first was held in 2013. The venue is the 
same as the one for the Balaton Sound, 
but it is more for the Hungarian audience 
than for others.
This year you can see:
• Thirty Seconds to Mars
• Ákos
• Tankcsapda
• Halott Pénz
• Punnany Massive   
                             and many others
Tickets: 4-day-pass: 29.900 Ft  
                daily tickets: 8.990
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SZIGET Festival - An island party like no other
8-15 August 2018

The first Balaton Sound festival was held in Zamárdi between 12 July and 15 July 2007, but SOUND 
gets more famous and popular each year. In 2012 the festival was second largest music festival in 
Hungary (after the Sziget Festival), and one of the biggest electronic music festivals in Europe.
The performers this year include The Chainsmokers, David Guetta, Timmy Trumpet (who has 
been  in Hungary many times), Rita Ora (it will be her first performance here) and Big Shaq from 
UK. 
It costs a lot (5-day pass ticket is 67 900 Ft ), and the daily ticket is about 20 000 Ft . 

Sziget Festival is a massive music and cultural festival taking place 
in Budapest. the festival has grown into one of the biggest and 
most iconic ones in the world. The venue is the 266 acre Obuda 
Island, and for an entire week each year, Sziget offers over 1,000 
performances. The lineup consists of the biggest names from all 
genres across 9 stages: Kygo, Kendrick Lamar, Dua Lipa, Shawn 
Mendes, Arctic Monkeys and many others.
There are chill out areas, a beach and more, it is the festival that 
truly has something for everyone.
This is the most expensive festival in Hungary (the 7-day 
pass  is 93 000 Ft) but who can afford it, those days will 
be an experience of a lifetime. 

BALATON SOUND - The Festival Beach
4-8 July 2018

Tickets and full list of performers: 
volt.hu
balatonsound.com 
szigetfesztival.com 
strandfesztival.com Dalma Kállai (9 E)
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Learn English with Songs

I found a love for me
Darling just dive right in
And follow my lead
Well I found a girl beautiful and sweet 
I never knew you were the someone waiting for me
‚Cause we were just kids when we fell in love

Not knowing what it was
I will not give you up this time
But darling, just kiss me slow, your heart is all I own
And in your eyes you’re holding mine

Baby, I’m dancing in the dark with you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass, listening to our favorite song
When you said you looked a mess, I whispered underneath my breath
But you heard it, darling, you look perfect tonight

Well I found a woman, stronger than anyone I know
She shares my dreams, I hope that someday I’ll share her home
I found a love, to carry more than just my secrets
To carry love, to carry children of our own
We are still kids, but we’re so in love
Fighting against all odds
I know we’ll be alright this time
Darling, just hold my hand
Be my girl, I’ll be your man
I see my future in your eyes

Baby, I’m dancing in the dark, with you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass, listening to our favorite song
When I saw you in that dress, looking so beautiful
I don’t deserve this, darling, you look perfect tonight

Baby, I’m dancing in the dark, with you between my arms
Barefoot on the grass, listening to our favorite song
I have faith in what I see
Now I know I have met an angel in person
And she looks perfect
I don’t deserve this
You look perfect tonight

© Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC

Perfect        by Ed Sheeran
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 I’ve been reading books of old
The legends and the myths
Achilles and his gold
Hercules and his gifts
Spiderman’s control
And Batman with his fists
And clearly I don’t see myself upon that list

But she said, “Where d’you wanna go?
How much you wanna risk?
I’m not looking for somebody
With some superhuman gifts.
Some superhero,
Some fairytale bliss.
Just something I can turn to.
Somebody I can kiss.
I want something just like this.”

Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Oh, I want something just like this
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo

Oh, I want something just like this
I want something just like this

I’ve been reading books of old
The legends and the myths
The testaments they told
The moon and its eclipse
And Superman unrolls
A suit before he lifts
But I’m not the kind of person that it fits

She said, “Where d’you wanna go?
How much you wanna risk?
I’m not looking for somebody
With some superhuman gifts.
Some superhero,
Some fairytale bliss.

Something just Like This 

Just something I can turn to.
Somebody I can miss.
I want something just like this.
I want something just like this.”

Oh, I want something just like this
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Oh, I want something just like this
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo
Doo-doo-doo, doo-doo-doo

“Where d’you wanna go?
How much you wanna risk?
I’m not looking for somebody
With some superhuman gifts.
Some superhero,
Some fairytale bliss.
Just something I can turn to.
Somebody I can kiss.
I want something just like this.”

Oh, I want something just like this
Oh, I want something just like this
Oh, I want something just like this
 

by The Chainsmokers with Coldplay
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Tomb Raider (2018)

Films of the Season:
   Hits of Summer 2018

The film was directed by Roar Uthaug in 2018, but it is a 
remake of a film made earlier by Simon West in 2001.
The main characters are Alicia Vikander as Lara Croft, 
Dominic West as Lord Richard Croft,  Walton Goggins 
as Mathias Vogel, Daniel Wu as Lu Ren and Kristin Scott 
Thomas as Ana Miller.
The story is about Lara Croft, the daughter of an eccentric 
adventurer who disappeared when she was  a teen. Now, 
she is a young woman of 21 without any real focus or purpose 
in her life. Lara works as a bike courier in the chaotic streets 
of  East London. She is determined to live her own life, she 
refuses to take over the management of her father’s global 
empire and she rejects the idea that he’s truly died.  Lara 
can’t understand what drives her to finally solve the puzzle 
of his mysterious death. She leaves everything that she 
knows behind in search of her dad’s destination: a fabled 
tomb on a mythical island that might be somewhere off the 
coast of Japan. But her mission is not easy. However, if she survives this adventure, she can 
earn the name tomb raider.
I think it is a very action-packed film. Exciting, frightening and touching at the same time. If 
you know the video game (Rise of the Tomb Raider) or you have seen the earlier movie (Lara 
Croft: Tomb Raider with Angelina Jolie),  you must watch this one too. 

Krisztina Bujdosó (9 E) 

• The Incredibles 2

• Deadpool 2

• Jurassic World: Fallen 
Kingdoms

• Solo: A Star Wars Story

• Ocean’s Eight
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Farm Together - The unique farming experience

From the creators of Avatar Farm comes Farm Together, 
the ultimate farming experience! Start from scratch, 
with a small plot, and end with a huge farm that extends 
further than the eye can see!

Grow your farm - Grow crops, plant trees, take care 
of the animals, and much more! Spend your hard-earned 
money in new buildings and items for your farm! Earn 
experience and unlock even more items and buildings! 
Hop onto your tractor and speed up the tasks, but watch out or you’ll run out of gas!

Chill out - Stay for as long as you want! In Farm Together time advances even if you’re not 
online, so you can be sure you’ll have something to do when you come back later.  Manage 
your farm all by yourself, allow entrance only to your friends, or open it to the public and start 
cultivating together! A simple permission system allows you to limit what strangers can do, so 
they can help with it without risks of vandalizing.

Customize your farm and your looks - You can modify the fences, roads, buildings, 
decorations as you wish. Show your gardening and decoration skills to your neighbours! And 
don’t forget about your clothes! Customize your avatar and your tractor to your liking, and go 
visit your friends’ farms!

Red Dead Redemption 2
Red Dead Redemption 2 is a Western-themed action-
adventure game set in an open world environment. 
The game centers on Arthur Morgan, an outlaw and 
a member of the Van der Linde gang in 1899, in the 
years of the American Old West and the end of the 
age of outlaws and gunfighters. The player controls 
Morgan from a third-person perspective. The game 
features both single-player and online multiplayer components. The returning characters you 
can see are Dutch Van der Linde and John Marston, the protagonist from the previous game. 
Probably it is going to be released for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on October 26, 2018

It was developed by Quantic Dream and published by Sony Interactive Entertainment for 
PlayStation 4, and it was released worldwide on 25 May 2018.
Detroit: Become Human is an action-adventure game played from a third-person view, which 
is subject to a set and controllable perspective.  There are multiple playable characters in the 
game who can die as the story continues without them; as a result, there is no „game over” 
message following a character’s death. The story will branch out depending on what choices you 
make. You can rewind to certain points in the story to reshape decisions if necessary. Connor  
can reconstruct and replay events that took place before when he obtains clues and analyses the 
environment with special vision. The more information Connor collects within a given time, the 
better he can decide how to go on.

Emma Zsoldos, István Löffler (9 E)

Detroit: Become Human
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Cucumber and Lime

You need:
•  2 bowls of frozen fruit (raspberry, strawberry, 

blueberry)
•  the same amount of ice
•  2 dl milk
Put the fruits and ice into the blender and at the end add 
the milk too.

Pineapple Juice
You need: -
•  1 pineapple
• 3-4 dl milk
• 2 cups of ice
Put the pineapple cubes, the milk and the ice into 
the blender. Blend together. 
Put it in the fridge for 30 minutes and the upshot 
will be delicious.

It’s summer! Are you bored with drinking water or soda pop all the time? 
You must try these fruity refreshments!

 It sounds weird but if you try it, you will change your 
opinion. 
You need a jug of mineral water, 3-4 slices of cucumber and 
2 slices of lime. Put in the fridge for 30 minutes and then 
you can drink it. Delicious!

Summer Drinks

Mush-Ice

Katinka Esztergomi (9 E)
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Coconut chocolate ice cream

INGREDIENTS
• 0.2 l milk
• 0.4 l coconut milk
• 4 egg yolks
• 150 g sugar
• 100 g chocolate (bitter - good 

quality)
• a pinch of salt
• 1 tbsp white rum (if you want)

PREPARATION
1. Mix the milk and the coconut milk. Heat it. 
2. Whisk the egg yolk and the sugar.
3. Melt the chocolate over steam.
4. Pour the warm milk into the bowl with the egg yolk stirring constantly in order to avoid  

lumps.
5. Pour the mixture back into the pot, boil it until it is creamy adding the melted chocolate 

and the rum. 
6. Pour it into a shallow plastic container and put it into the freezer.
7. Stir it every half an hour or hour. 
You can make biscuits from the egg whites and serve the ice cream with coconut biscuits. 
      

Ice cream is definitely the most popular summer dessert. It’s cold and sweet - what else do we 
need on a hot day?
Not many people know that the origins of ice cream go back to Ancient Times. Alexander the 
Great liked eating snow and ice flavoured with honey and nectar. The Roman emperor, Nero 
had snow brought to him from the mountains. He flavoured it with different fruits and juices. 
However, it was only in the 13th century that Marco Polo brought a recipe from China which 
used milk as well for an ice dessert. It became popular with the aristocrats and kings: Charles I of 
England is said to have „cream ice” served in his palace. Until the invention of refrigerators it was 
mostly enjoyed by the rich, because it was a rather expensive treat. Refigerators revolutionized 
the production and consumption of ice cream, making it available not only in ice cream parlours 
but at home as well, since now everybody can buy ice cream at the local supermarket, put it into 
the freezer and enjoy whenever he wants.

Some interesting facts:
• Ice cream cones first became popular at the 1904 World Fair in St. Louis, USA.
• The United States is the largest producer and consumer of ice cream in the world.

Ice Cream

A short history
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The World Cup, the biggest football event in the world, will 
start on 14th June and end on 15th July. 

Group A
• Russia
• Saud-Arabia
• Egypt
• Urugay

Group B
• Portugal
• Spain
• Morocco
• Iran

Group C
• France
• Australia
• Peru
• Denmark

About half of the world’s population is looking forward to it, waiting 
impatiently for the start.
The host country is Russia this year. The matches are going to take 
place in 11 cities in 12 venues: Moscow (2), St. Petersburg, Kazan, 
Volgograd, Nizhny Novgorod, Kaliningrad, Samara, Rostov-on-Don, 
Yekaterinburg, Sochi and Saransk. 
There are 32 teams in 8 groups:

Group D
• Argentina
• Nigeria
• Croatia
• Iceland

Group E
• Brasil
• Switzerland
• Costa Rica
• Serbia

Group F
• Germany
• Mexico
• Sweden
• South Korea

Group G
• Belgium
• Panama
• Tunesia
• England

Group H
• Poland
• Senegal
• Colombia
• Japan

In group A the strongest team is Urugay, but Egypt and Russia could show us something for 
sure. Group B has Spain and Portugal, two of the strongest teams in Europe. In group C there 
are France and Denmark, two very technical teams with a strong midfield. In group D we have 
Argentina with Lionel Messi, and Croatia with Luka Modric and Ivan Rakitic, so we will have a 
good match between these two.

Five-times champions Brazil is likely to win the group, while Switzerland, 
Costa Rica and Serbia will fight to be the second. Costa Rica showed they 
can cause an upset in 2014, when they won a group with England, Italy 
and Uruguay. 

Germany, the defending champion are unlikely to fear a group that has  
Mexico, Sweden and South Korea. However, Sweden will appear after 
knocking out Italy in the playoffs, showing a kind of defensive that can 
bring success. Mexico might also match up. They have been in the last 16 
in the previous six World Cups.

Belgium are the highest ranked team in the group that also features 
England, Tunisia and Panama. Roberto Martinez’s team, however, have 
not beaten England in their last 11 meetings and only once in their history.

Poland, led by Bayern Munich striker Robert Lewandowski, is ranked 
tenth in the world, had no problems in the qualifying round. They might 
top their group that includes Senegal, Colombia and Japan. However, 
Senegal has Liverpool’s Sadio Mane, while Colombia has James 
Rodriguez, who won the 2014 Golden Shoe. 

Gellért Győrfi, Bertalan Kecskés (9 E)
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Wakeboard

The wakeboard is a small, mostly rectangular board with 
very little bindings on it. The sport was developed from a 
combination of water skiing, snowboarding, and surfing 
techniques. 

The wakeboard is usually towed after a boat or nowadays 
it’s more popular with the teenagers to go in a close course cable system, winches or a  personal 
water craft. If you learnt snowboarding, this won’t be difficult to do. Although its basics can be 
learnt easily, this sport is classified as an extreme sport, because if you have been doing it for 
a long time, you can do some spectacular tricks. It’s worth visiting one of the courses in your 
country because you will enjoy it, but if you’re on the water continuously, you will be exhausted 
after 15 minutes. 

There are several places in Hungary where you can try 
wakeboarding: 

eg. Lake Tisza, Lake Délegyházi, Dunavarsány, Miskolc, 
Lake Hejő, Kál, Velence, Pécs, Abádszalók

There are some near Budapest as well: Omszk 
Wakeboard Centrum and Lupa Wake in Budakalász

Try it in the summer!
            Boróka Elek, Balázs Bodon (9 E)

Wakeboarding is a surface water sport where people ride a board over the surface of 
some water.

Football Quiz
1. Which country has hosted a World Cup 
the most times?
2. Which team won the World Cup in 1954?
3. Who scored the most goals at World Cup 
tournaments?
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Modal Verbs 1.

They are followed by the verb (infinitive without to)  You can type. He must be at home.
exception: ought to   You ought to see the doctor.

?    Can you type? Shall we go home?
-    can’t, couldn’t, may not, might not, mustn’t, won’t, wouldn’t, shall not, shouldn’t, ought not
     I can’t ski.  

They can express request, permission, advice, possibility, probability, obligation and ability.

REQUESTS:
Can   help me?   Can      I     speak to you, please?
Could         you    Could       
Will     May
Would
Would you mind helping me, please?  Do you mind if I open the window?
Would you be so kind as to help me, please? Would you mind if I opened the window? 
Do you think you could help me?

possible answers:  Can you help me?  Would you mind if I opened the window?
- Yes, of course     - No, not at all.
- Well, I’m afraid I can’t. I’m very busy at the moment. - Well, I’m a bit chilly, actually.

GIVING PERMISSION:
 can           You can use the phone    (informal).
 may          You may smoke here.      (formal) 
 be allowed to  You are allowed to use a dictionary  (very formal)

MAKING OFFERS:
	 will	 	 You	look	tired.	I’ll	get	you	a	cup	of	coffee.				(*I	get	you...)
   Don’t worry about the bus,Dave will give you a lift.
 shall                 (especially in questions, with I or we)
   Shall I carry it for you?
   Shall we go out this evening?
 Would you like to come to dinner tomorrow evening?

GIVING ADVICE:
 should You look exhausted. You should go to bed.
  I think you should  see the doctor. I don’t think you should work so hard.
  You’re always asking me for money. I think you should spend less.

 ought to Do you think I ought to apply for this job?
  Jack ought not to go to bed so late.

can, could, may, might, must, will, would, shall, 
should, ought, need
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Language Corner topics in 
previous issues

February 2015:  Tenses, Chat language
May 2015:  Word Formation
December 2015:  Phrasal Verbs
February 2016:  Collocations
May 2016:  Prepositions
Autumn 2016:  Verb Patterns
Christmas 2016:  Wish
March 2017:  Tenses
Autumn 2017:  Comparison
Christmas 2017:  Conditionals
March 2018: Passive

Exercises
1.  Read the situations and write down what you would say.

a) You’re carrying a lot of things. You can’t open the door yourself. There’s a man standing near 
the door. __________________________________________________________________
b) You phone Ann but somebody else answers. Ann isn’t there. You want to leave a message 
for her. ___________________________________________________________________
c) You are a tourist. You want to go to the station but you don’t know where it is. You ask at 
your hotel. ________________________________________________________________
d) You are in a clothes shop. You see some trousers you like and you want to try them on. 
_______________________________________________________________________________
e) You have a car. You have to go to the same place as John, who hasn’t got a car. You want to 
give him a lift. ___________________________________________________________________
f)  Your friend says: „My 4-year-old brother stays at home all day watching YouTube.” What 
advice can you give her? ______________________________________________________
g) Make an offer to your friend who says: „I’m dying for a drink.”  ________________________
h) You’re on a train. The woman next to you has finished reading her newspaper. Now you want 
to have a look at it. _______________________________________________________________

2. Make offers with I’ll for the following situations.
a)     “I’m dying for a drink.”  ___________________________________________
b)     “There’s somebody at the door.” _____________________________________
c)     “I haven’t got any money.”  _________________________________________
d)     “I need to be at the station in ten minutes.” _____________________________a lift.
e)     “My suitcases are so heavy.” ________________________________________

February 2015:  Cinema and Theatre
May 2015:  Health and Illnesses
December 2015:  Work
February 2016:  Home
May 2016:  Travelling
Autumn 2016:  Environment
Christmas 2016:  Holidays and Celebrations
March 2017:  Economy
Autumn 2017:  Reading
Christmas 2017:  Family
March 2018: Crime

Speaking Topics in previous 
issues

If you want to get hold of a previous issue, contact 
your teacher!



18 Exam Topic

technology 
Useful phrases

aerial - antenna
appliance - készülék, eszköz
battery -  (villamos elem), telep, akku
button -  gomb
camcorder - videokamera
charge - elektromos töltés
charger - töltő
connection - összeköttetés, kapcsolat
digital (watch) - digitális (óra)
electronic - elektronikus
gadget - eszköz, készülék, kütyü
headphones - fejhallgató
headset- fejhallgató
lens - lencse
manual - kézi, kézzel történő
mobile phone / cell phone (US) - mobil-
telefon
plug - dugó, csatlakozó, konnektor
remote control - távirányító
smartphone - okostelefon
socket - foglalat, konnektor
speakers - hangszór
technology - technika, technológia
text message - SMS
touch screen - érintőképernyő
wire - drót, huzal
wireless - vezetéknélküli

COMPUTERS
application - alkalmazás
(double) click -  (dupla) kattintás
attachment - csatolmány
configure - beállítás
crash - tönkremegy, összeomlik
customise - testreszab
data - adat
database - adatbázis
desktop (computer) - asztali (számító-
gép)
file - fájl
folder - mappa
font - betűtípus
hard disk - merevlemez
install - telepít

IT (information technology) - informatika
key - billentyű
keyboard - billentyűzet
mouse - egér
network - hálózat
open (a program) - megnyitni (egy programot)
PC (personal computer) - személyi számítógép
portable - hordozható
printer - nyomtató
RAM (Random Acces Memory) - véletlen 
hozzáférésű memória
ROM (Read-Only Memory) - csak olvasható 
memória
run (a program) - futtat (egy programot)
scanner - szkenner
setup - beállítás
surf (the Internet) - szörfölni (az interneten)
toolbar eszköztár
word processor - szövegszerkesztő

INTERNET
web browser - böngésző
password - jelszó
username - felhasználónév
login - azonosító
link - hivatkozás 
download - letölt
upload - feltölt
create an account - fiókot létrehoz 
search engine - kereső
social network site - közösségi oldal
update - frissít(és)
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A  Interview
• How has technology changed our lives in the past few years?
• How do you think technology will improve in the next 20 years?
• Which do you think is the best invention ever? Why?
• How much time do you spend in front of a computer?
• What softwares are you familiar with?
• What social media sites do you use? Why?
• Do you think people can get addicted to the Internet?
• Where can you see computers in everyday life?
• What is cyber bullying? Have you ever experienced it?
• Have you used the Internet to learn English? If so, how?
• How do you think face to face communication differs from communication using 

computers?

B  Situation - Giving advice
Your friend would like to buy a new phone and he/she asks for your advice. Find out
- what he/she needs it for
- how much he/she would be willing to spend on it
Give him/her advice on
- where to buy it
- what apps to download
- how to save battery life

C  Debate
Read the following statement. Give your opinion and argue for or against the proposition. 
React to the counter-arguments too.

“Students should be allowed to use their phones in class.”

D  Picture based discussion
These pictures show different ways of cleaning a room. Compare and contrast them and answer 
the following questions:
- what are the advantages and disadvantages of using robots? 
- what other areas of housework have changed in the last 100 years?
- where will robots be used in the future?

Anita Máté
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Crossword

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1. The hottest season
2. A journey in a plane
3. Bags you carry when you 
travel
4. People like doing it on holiday
5. Kings used to live here
6. A holiday on a large ship
7. An event where there are 
different performances
8. A photo of yourself
9. Walking in the woods
10. You can find it on the beach
11. A person who rescues you 
when you are drowning

The word in grey: 
_____________________

Summer Sudoku

Every row, coloumn and mini-grid 
must contain the letters SUNBATHER.

T H E N R

E U R B H T
E N U

B T H U S R N
A S B

H S A T N U

R N B S E



21Puzzle  and jokes

B E A C H M S U R F B O A R D

O S P G R S U N S C R E E N S

D B H M S O H Y E V Y S E D E

G A S A N D C A S T L E E E A

E Y L U T E I K S T S A S E B

O S C C N S Y Q Y D U G W P S

C H E R L G H S N O N U I E U

E O W A Y W L A H L N L M S N

A B A B S T S A L A Y L S T T

N S O S L H C U S L R Z H A A

S A Z A T T E O N S O K O R N

A N J W T O O L R B E W R F R

N D Y T T W Q I L A U S E I E

D V O L L E Y B A L L R L S E

Y P E B B L E F Z J N Y N H F

Word Search - Beach

bay
beach
boat
coast
coral
crab
deep
ocean
pebble
reef
rocky
sand
sand castle
sandy

sea
seagull
seashell
shallow
shark
shore
starfish
sunburn
sunglasses
sunscreen
suntan
sunny
surfboard
swim

towel
volleyball



22 Jokes

Q: Why are fish never good tennis players?
A: Because they never get close to the net.

Q: What’s gray, has four legs and a trunk?
A: A mouse on vacation!

Q:  What do you call a snowman in July?
A: A puddle!

Monica: Where did your mom go for her 
summer vacation?
Josh: Alaska.
Monica: Never mind, I’ll ask her myself.

A police officer pulled me over and knocked 
on my window. I said  ‘One minute, I’m on 
the phone.’

My grandmother started walking five miles 
a day. She is 97 now and we don’t know 
where  she is.

One in four frogs is a leap frog.

What kind of shorts do clouds wear?
Thunderwear.

What does homework stand for?
Half of my energy wasted on random 
knowledge.

A blind man walks into a bar. And a table. 
And a chair.

What do whales eat for their tea?
Fish and ships

What do you call a sad strawberry?
A blueberry.

Why did the old man fall in the well?
Because he couldn’t see that well.

This is my step ladder. I never knew my 
real ladder.

I bought the world’s worst thesaurus 
yesterday. Not only is it terrible, it’s 
terrible.

Two men meet on opposite sides of a river. 
One shouts to the other “I need you to 
help me get to the other side!”
The other guy replies “You are on the 
other side!”

I couldn’t figure out why the baseball kept 
getting larger. Then it hit me.

Q: Did you hear about the race between 
the lettuce and the tomato? 
A: The lettuce was a “head” and the 
tomato was trying to “ketchup”!

Q: What do you call a bee that lives in 
America? 
A: USB 
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If you read the articles carefully, you can answer the following questions. 
Try it!
1. What is the connection between the castle of Füzér and the Hungarian Holy Crown?
2. Where can you find adventure parks near Budapest?
3. If you want to see Kygo, The Chainsmokers or Skillet in the summer, where should you go?
4. Which is the cheapest festival?
5. Who played Lara Croft in the first Tomb Raider film?
6. Who wrote the music hit “Perfect”?
7. Where is the computer game Red Dead Redemption 2 set?
8. Who did the Chainsmokers make the song „Something Just Like This” with?
9. Do you need milk for the Cucumber and Lime drink recipe?
10. Which country is the biggest ice cream consumer?
11. Where did they first use milk for a cold dessert?
12. When did ice cream become a popular treat?
13. In how many cities will the teams play at the Football World Cup?
14. In which group can you find Germany?
15. Will Spain and Portugal play against each other during the group round?
16. What do you need for wakeboarding?
17. Where can you try wakeboarding in Hungary?
18. Which modal verb do we use for making offers?
19. What does RAM stand for?
20. Which team won the Annual English Quiz?

Give your answers to your teacher or send them to 
our email address: 
4Uszmg@gmail.com

and win a prize!
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